1. Place dome over top of lamp (as shown).
2. Line up the holes in top of dome with those in the lid. Insert screws and tighten.
3. Cut/remove cable ties (they are not heat resistant).

Operational Instructions

1) Insert desired bulb—maximum 250 watts. Both red and clear infrared bulbs can be used.

2) Close plastic mesh guard by twisting the grill clockwise, into the frame.
   **Two options to do so:**
   a. Hold the frame beneath one arm, and twist the grid clockwise with both hands.
   b. Firmly hold the lamp/frame between your legs (while sitting down). Use both hands to twist the grid clockwise into place.

3) Hang as required with a secure fastener. Select height to match the situation. The recommended **minimum** distance from the lamp to the ground or lamb/kid is 20". Can be lowered a few extra inches when used with chicks.

---

**WARNING** RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK. Connect only to a branch circuit protected by a ground-fault circuit-interrupter (GFCI). Contact a qualified electrician if you cannot verify that the circuit is protected by a GFCI.

To ensure safety, please self-inspect the plug and connection (or ask a certified electrician to do so).

---
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